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Abstract 

The subject of cultural interplay has been one of the maximum favourite topics of Anglo-Indian writers. Ruth 

PrawerJhabvala’s fundamental subject too has been the cultural conflict of the two modes of lifestyles, the Western and the 

Oriental. She is aware of that the Western readers aren’t acquainted with Indian way of life or morals. In the delineation of 

this subject, her fundamental preoccupation consists of contestations, interactions or negotiations among businesses and 

people belonging to numerous races and cultures. This warfare reveals its expression specifically in realms─ social and 

cultural. This bankruptcy analyses the cultural, conflicts and negotiations in a novel of Jhabvala’s A Backward Place.The 

subject of cultural interplay stays the main subject with inside the second segment of Ruth Jhabvala as a writer. These 

novels are narratives which depict the conflict among the British and the Indian way of life. In the novels enumerated with 

inside the second segment of her career, the photo of India grew to become poor and the portrayal of the Indian characters 

additionally turns into much less and much less sympathetic. This paper deals with cross cultural conflicts of A Backward 

Palace 
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Introduction  

Ruth Prawer was a German born-British and 

American Booker prize winning novelist,short story 

writer and two- time Academy Award- winning 

Screenwriter. After her marriage with Cyrus Jhabvala, she 

moved to India in 1951. She belongs to the tradition of 

such Anglo-Indian writers like E.M. Forster, Paul Scott 

and equal to R. K. Narayan, Kamala Markandaya and 

Anita Desai. So she is called an out-sider and insider, a 

non-Indian and part of an Indian family. She started her 

life in Europe and from there came to India and finally 

went to the United States. Most of her fiction revolves 

round India and Indian themes. In an interview, published 

in 1977, Ruth Prawer Jhabvala is quoted as saying, I 

don‘t think there are all that many people who have had 

just such a varied life as I. By living in close quarters 

with the Indians and Hindu Joint families, she gained 

intimate knowledge of Indian family life of the middle 

class people. In total she has written fourteen novels and 

six Collections of short stories and has produced eighteen 

screenplays. The general reader provides a clear picture 

of the fiction of Jhabvala in this work and also a thought 

provoking material (criticism) to the specialist murder.  
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Jhabvala’s expatriation from Europe to India and 

from there to the USA was the life of a Cuckoo bird, the 

last novels of the writer set predominantly in America. 

So she slowly shifts from purely Indian subjects to 

Western and especially European characters in all her 

later fiction. The frustrations experienced by the Western 

characters reflect in her sense of dissatisfaction with 

India. In Myself in India she describes her own life of 

loneliness and alienation in India. She herself in one of 

her novels said that she did not belong to any one 

culture. 

 A Backward Place turned into posted in 1965. It 

is a unique wherein Jhabvala for the primary time is 

greater worried with foreigners, who come to India. She 

concentrates on their response and unique attitudes in the 

direction of this United States (India), and as a result, for 

the primary time, she has greater overseas characters 

with inside the novels. Commenting at the identity of the 

radical, VasantShahane in his book, Ruth 

PrawerJhabvala says,  

The maximum massive thing of A 

Backward Place which moves me as a 

primary detail of Jhabvala’s concept 

system is the dominant voice of 

confirmation which earrings authentic 

and clean with inside the diverse 

chambers of its structure. Judy appears to 

me the valuable individual with inside the 

novel who says   ‘‘aye’’ to all of the 

demanding situations that her lifestyles 

and revel in gift to her. More than Etta, 

greater than Clarissa, Judy represents the 
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real voice, the dominant notice of this 

global orchestration in A Backward 

Place. (72)  

A Backward Placerevolves across the stories of 

the Western ladies Judy and Bal in India. Judy and Bal 

occupy the valuable vicinity. The maximum crucial 

subject of A Backward Place is how India impacts a 

number of characters, specifically expatriates, who come 

into touch with its myriad manifestations. In this novel 

nearly all of the overseas characters are ladies and 

Jhabvala has attempted to view Indian society in another 

way through every of those characters. Judy is English 

and has come to India after marrying an India teens Bal at 

the same time as he turned into in London on a brief go 

to. Her dad and mom have been running magnificence 

human beings and he or she suffered with inside the 

English bloodless. She located Bal good-looking and 

married him in desire that he could take her to a hotter 

vicinity. But Bal himself got here from a decrease- center 

magnificence own circle of relatives and did now no 

longer have a normal process. While residing in a 

conventional joint own circle of relatives in India, Judy 

has to exit to paintings to assist her own circle of 

relatives. She works as a substitute abnormal Cultural 

Institute that is incredibly failing to stay as much as its 

promise, and clustered across the organization are brittle, 

getting older Etta, essential and lashing out as she begins 

offevolved to fail to draw the guys she used to 

ramshackle Clarissa, who fancies herself as an artist 

combined in with Indian society however prefers to 

sponge off human beings with a respectable toilet; and an 

a laugh German couple complete of brisk discussions and 

sound mental principles. 

 InA Backward Place, Jhabvala portrays the 

cultural variations of east and west. India is a sizeable 

united states and but the canvas for this novel is small, 

the ordinary issues of this small organization of human 

beings and their associates, their hopes, fears and 

aspirations are offered amid the hustle and bustle of a big 

metropolis.  

  In A Backward PlaceJhabvala has very defined 

the way of life of the two worlds – the East and the West. 

In coping with the subject of cultural variations and 

conflicts, Jhabvala’s mind-set is balanced. She neither 

extols the Indian conventional manner of lifestyles, nor 

condemns the Western technocracy. Carefully refusing to 

facet with any way of life, she lays naked the electricity 

and weaknesses of every of the two cultures and this 

money owed for her creative excellence as a novelist. The 

three ladies characters portrayed in A Backward Place 

have sturdy individualities which distinguish one from 

the opposite. Clarissa’s conviction,  ‘‘one either merges 

with Hindu civilization or is drowned by it’’ (25) 

underlines the enveloping or subsuming individual of 

majority Hindu culture. While in A Backward 

PlaceJhabvala is worried basically with Europeans in 

India, there are nonetheless some of crucial Indian 

characters, which include Sudhir, Buaji, Mrs.Kaul, and 

Bal.  

 Judy, the fabricated from a lovable and tragic 

English center-magnificence domestic enjoys the joint-

own circle of relatives. She receives on properly together 

along with her Indian in-legal guidelines and feels 

sympathy even for the Hindu piety of the antique aunt, 

Buaji. Her good-looking movie actor husband is typically 

out of paintings, losing his time in espresso stores and 

jogging after his matinee-idol Kishan Kumar. Judy 

shoulders the whole duty of his own circle of relatives. 

She appears after the youngsters, struggles to get a 

process and faces many embarrassing conditions with 

equipoise and grace. She transforms herself into the mold 

of a traditional Hindu spouse.  

 At domestic, Judy is surrounded through 

contributors of now no longer best her very own own 

circle of relatives, however additionally the prolonged 

own circle of relatives of her brother-in-regulation. The 

door to Judy’s domestic is   ‘‘often open so that anyone 

passing could look into Judy’s courtyard’’ (8).Though she 

nonetheless recollects the early life instructions on self- 

reliance, she keeps her   ‘‘open and trusting nature’’ (13). 

She, ‘‘never cared to think much of home’’ (179). She has 

an experience of Englishness together along with her 

which offers her the form of anchor which the opposite 

English ladies lack. Judy is pretty confident in her very 

own reaction:  

English human beings didn’t behave like that, they 

did now no longer at the whim of the instant surrender 

the whole lot that they‘d and cross wandering off 

searching for no person knew what. That is probably 

okay for human beings like Bhuaji and Bal and all the 

ones holy guys in orange gowns one noticed roaming 

approximately. But it turned into now no longer all proper 

for anybody English and realistic; now no longer all 

proper for Judy. She turned into decided to preserve on 

tight to what she had, like her mom, like her Aunt Agnes, 

like every the ones cussed dwellers in little homes 

amongst whom she had grown up and who, she now 

determined, have been her kind (179).  

Judy has no desire to head everywhere due to her 

disturbed historical past. In those occasions, she has no 

opportunity however to ‘‘give up and wear a sari and be 

meek and accepting and see God in a cow…and then who 

will say that I have not truly merged with India?’’ (176). 

Judy has determined to visit the factor ‘‘where my ashes 

are immersed in the Ganges to the accompaniment of 

Vedic hymns, and then who will say I have not truly 

merged with India?’’ (176).Judy has assimilated with 

India, however it’s been at splendid fee to her rational 

self, and her identification as a perceptive and 

questioning individual. Besides Judy, there are greater 

ladies characters with inside the novel, Etta and Clarissa. 

Etta, a Hungarian expatriate, has been in India for a long 

term. She attempts tough to face up to the India’s 

intended have an impact on. She hides her unique 

identification through looking to place on a phony haw-

haw English accent. She is main a quite steeply-priced 

life because of the munificence of her succession of 

lovers. She has created a touch Europe for herself in 
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Delhi with inside the backdrop of an unfriendly Indian 

expanse. During the sooner a part of her live in India, but, 

she certainly relishes the function India performs in 

organizing her identification. Indian appreciation of her 

forte as a blonde, state-of-the-art European proves 

flattering, supporting her to understand her purpose to 

‘‘conquer and charm this virgin territory’’ (173). In one in 

everyof her sincere confession of self-introspection, she 

ruminates:  

But she turned into frightened of it too. Here as a 

minimum she had her persona: she turned into Etta, 

whom human beings knew and favorite for being blonde 

and vivacious and clever. In Europe there have been 

many blondes, and there they could greater without 

difficulty be aware that she turned into now no longer as 

younger or as vivacious as she as soon as have been; and 

that they may not assume her clever in any respect. She 

now no longer knew the manner they dressed there, or the 

manner they talked, or the trendy ingredients they ate and 

beverages they drank, the books that they’d examine, the 

conversations that they’d held with one any other, at the 

same time as she turned into out right here. (179)  

Etta reveals herself a misfit in Europe as properly. 

She now no longer is aware of   ‘‘the way they dressed 

there, or the way they talked, or the fashionable foods 

they ate and drinks they drank’’ (171). At least in India. 

She had a personality: she was Etta, whom people knew 

and admired for being blonde and vivacious and smart. In 

Europe there were many blondes and there they would 

notice that she was not as young ...vivacious ...and smart 

(171).  

Despite her discomfiture with European dressing 

meals and behaviour, she attempts to hold her European 

requirements, which she considers advanced to Indian. 

Etta’s flat and her way of life venture her extraordinary 

identification:  

There turned into a white rug at the stone 

ground ... a low divan accomplished up in 

pearl gray and protected with an array of 

a laugh cushions. The uncooked silk 

lampshades matched the curtains, and 

complex black and white prints held on 

the partitions. There have been floras 

every in tiny sensitive vase. Several 

homosexual report-sleeves have been 

scattered on pinnacle of the radiogram; a 

French style mag lay open at the divan. 

One could have been in Europe. (6)  

Eta rejects her united states as a place of origin 

which defines for her the bounds of her private 

identification; at the same time as the continent to which 

she broadcasts her loyalty is one that could rob her of her 

experience of self. As she informs Judy,   ‘‘It’s no use 

sinking down to anyone’s level ... we must always try to 

raise them up to ours’’ (7).But in addition while Judy 

enters her flat reveals that this turned into now no longer 

Europe: 

And it turned into best while one stepped 

out of the residing-room of this pinnacle-

ground flat directly to the trance (as Judy 

now did, for Etta turned into being a long 

term in her bath) and appeared over the 

parapet, that it have become very clean 

that this turned into now no longer 

Europe. The homes, authentic sufficient, 

have been constructed from jazzy photos 

in European or American magazines, 

however the surrounding panorama 

turned into now no longer simply 

consonant with something the ones 

magazines would possibly recognize 

of.(171)  

Finally she realizes that her elegant and present 

day flat is in real reality  

A cage ... necessary to her out of which 

she would not break even if she could: 

for outside lay the dusty landscape, the 

hot sun, the vultures, the hovels ... people 

in rags that lived there till some dirty 

disease carried them off (171). 

At the stop of the radical, Judy reveals her on my 

own in a flat now no longer immaculate. There turned 

into,   ‘‘a layer of dust and ashtrays were full to 

overflowing. The windows were all shut and the curtains 

drawn over them’’ (172).Here the curtains have been 

drawn now no longer best to create a romantic impact 

however additionally keep off sickness and dying   ‘‘of 

apricot coloured dusk, very cool and soft’’ (152). Thus 

Etta wishes each continents however belongs nowhere 

and that’s why she isn’t always at domestic in both of 

them. Etta represents a sort of expatriates who has stayed 

too lengthy in India and who has now no longer had   ‘‘a 

project and a cause’’ and who has now no longer been   

‘‘patient, cheerful, unselfish, and strong’’ (160).The 

ethical of her as a substitute tragic tale is if one does now 

no longer have those preoccupations, then one should 

now no longer live goodbye in India.  

 Clarissa is likewise an expatriate female with a 

bohemian spirit who’s a seeker in India and has been 

tramping the period and breadth of the county searching 

for her as a substitute elusive objective. Her dream- India 

has little relevance to the actual India of beggars ‘‘who 

pluck at her sari, make fun of her and arouse momentary 

anger in her’’ (115).She additionally has a sad own circle 

of relatives historical past. In a communication with Etta, 

she offers vent to her charged emotions in this account: 

Of path, my own circle of relatives 

doesn’t care a damn. I‘ve were given all 

the ones beastly wealthy brothers, and 

sisters married to beastly wealthy stock-

agents or something, however of path it 

wouldn’t ever input their heads, oh no, 

that I would possibly need a piece of 

assistance. Whenever I write and inform 
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them for goodness’ sake, how do you 

count on me to stay on £a hundred and 

fifty a 12 months, even out right here, all 

they could say is come again and we’ll 

see what we are able to do. Come again, 

certainly! Not on their candy lives. I 

assume they need a unfastened child-

sitter and nursemaid and popular drudge 

approximately the vicinity, that’s what 

they need me again for. No thank you. 

(172) 

The scarce sources and the bloodless mind-set of 

her family make it not possible to stay the form of 

lifestyles Clarissa desires to lead in England. She refers to 

her monetary sources which couldn’t have supported her 

in England:   ‘‘All I have got is that wretched legacy my 

Great-Aunt Marie, God rest her soul, left me. And that’s 

just nothing, not by present-day standards it isn’t’’ (172). 

In this experience, India is higher vicinity to stay in and 

additionally to offer the perfect locale for the religious 

quest that a segment of the expatriates are wont to 

indulge in.  

Clarissa appears to meet her seek of spiritualism 

as she utters at the same time as preserving Rolland’s Life 

of Vivekananda,   ‘‘Do you know that it was this book 

that really and truly finally decided me to come to India? 

I‘d wanted to come ever since I was a tot, but it was 

this—this dear, darling book’—and she kissed it— ‘My 

Bible! My Guru!’’ (92-93).Clarissa looks after her 

everyday wishes in India together along with her 

extraordinarily restrained sources. This she does through 

sponging at the Indian wealthy, now no longer even 

minding to make a byskip at Etta’s lover Guppy a good 

deal to Etta’s consternation and jealousy.  

 The room of Clarissa turned into with inside the 

workplace condominium block which turned into 

definitely rent- unfastened and complete of   ‘‘soiled 

clothes, old paint pots, a copper jug and earthen water 

container; the only pieces of furniture were a string cot. A 

sofa with the springs leaking out from underneath, a 

wooden kitchen table and two cane stools’’ (176).It 

turned into due to the fact she does now no longer live in 

her room, she best stored her room to have someplace to 

retreat to while none of her buddies desired her. For the 

relaxation of the time, ‘‘she stayed in various comfortable 

house, either in town or up in the hills or indeed 

anywhere she was invited, ate at other people’s tables, 

took an interest in other people’s affairs and made herself 

a part of other people’s families’’(14).At the stop of the 

radical, Clarissa misplaced that one room and he or she is 

left without an opportunity however to discover a roof 

over her head. At this time, Judy’s sister-in-regulation 

Shanti gives her to live in her Indian domestic however 

Clarissa refuses this and notwithstanding her 

bohemianism and her look for the essence of India, she 

opts for Etta’s small, westernized flat. 

  In contradistinction to Clarissa, the couple’s 

(Franz and Frieda) revel in of India and their know-how 

of its way of life had been restrained through the very 

brief time they have got spent in India, through their 

manner of lifestyles, and through their conduct of 

thoughts make them conclusions primarily based totally 

on principle in preference to on revel in. They accept as 

true with that during cultural matters, India has 

something to train the West as   ‘‘the Indian spirit has in 

lots of fields soared some distance above the Europeans’’ 

and   ‘‘that a critical comparative have a take a observe of 

Indian and western religious achievements will widen the 

horizons of each the only and the opposite’’. They have a 

principle that the rhythm of lifestyles in India and with 

inside the west is intrinsically unique:   ‘‘Life plays itself 

out to a different rhythm here… It is fatal to come to 

India and expect to be able to live to a Western rhythm’’ 

(76).Elaborating this principle, Haydn M. Williams says 

that   ‘‘All three women remain in the ‘backward place’ 

that has proved too strong to be escaped from. They are 

locked in the embrace of an India which treats   ‘lovers’ 

like Etta and Judy and ‘seeker’ like Clarissa, alike as 

lifelong prisoners of love.’’(10) 

Cross Cultural marriages are massive in forging a 

hyperlink among cultures. Being a European who 

married an Indian, Jhabvala turned into in a higher role 

to recognize and unpack the troubles encountered 

through human beings in pass cultural marriages or 

relationships in addition complex through distinction in 

race and location. A Backward Place highlights a number 

of the effective elements of conventional Indian joint 

own circle of relatives lifestyles. Thus, A Backward 

Place realistically underscores the ambivalent emotions 

of Europeans toward India and Indian manner of 

lifestyles.  
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